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1. Introduction 

Akira Takayama 

Toyonari Ide 

Factor market distortions (FMD) mean that the reward to a particular factor may 

not be equalized between the sectors even if the factors are allowed to move仕・eely

between them. These phenomena occur due to various reasons such as taxation, sub 

sidies, imperfection in the market (labor unions, etc.）.百ustopic has been exten-

sively discussed smce Harberler’s 1950 analysis Jn the late 1960’s and m the 70’s, 

this topic enjoyed an “avalanche”（adopting a colorful word used by Magee, 1976) of 

rese町 hesespecially in terms of the two-sector, two factor framework Magee ( 1976, 

p. x1) then remarked, 

“For ye町s2×2trade theory had operated m what I felt was a 

theoretical vacuum: all of the standard theorems included the 

assumption of 'no imperfections in factor markets.’” 

On the other hand, the basic apparatus necessary for studying the problem of 

FMD was already at hand through the work by Takayama ( 1963, 1964) and Jones 

(1965) that clarified the algebraic structu問 ofthe 2×2 general equilibrium model. 

Jones (1971)'s study on FMD using his 1965 framework was very important In 

addition, Bhagwati, Srinivasan, Herberg, Kemp, Mayer, Magee，四dNeary are some 

other economists who made important contnbutions on this topic 

By the mid 1970’s, it had become clear that distortions in factor markets produce 

a numberof paradoxical results In surveying the results in this context of trade theory, 

Batra (1973, p 279) writes 
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“A Pandora’s box of paradoxes is opened the moment the assumption 

of undistorted factor markets 1s relaxed. ” 

FMD discussed in the lite沼田U日 areconcerned either with a closed economy or 

with a small economy As examples of the f町四er,we have Harberger's (1962) study 

on corpora匝 taxation,Lewis ( 1954) on the imperfect economy of labor migrat回n,

and Johnso 1・M1eszkowsk1(1970) on unionization. 

With regard to the paradoxes associated with FMD f町 asmall open e凹 no岨 y,

as Neary (I 978a, p.67 I) summarized, there are“th問eprincipal paradoxes.” 

(i) Price-Ou1011t Re<nnnse An mc問asein the 陀'1ativeprice ofX vis a vis Y can 

lead to a主且inthe output ofX and a旦笠mthe output ofY 

(ii) Lack of Cnrresnnndence between the Rvhr7vnski and Stnlner-Samuelson 

~旦堕旦~－ The Rybczynski theo時間 holds when the factor intensi叩isdefined in 

the (usual) physical sense, whereas the Stnlper-Samuelson theo陪mholds when the 

factor intensity is defined in the“value sense.” 

（日i)Distortion Outnut Resnon叩 Anincr芭asem a subsidy paid to one sector 

can 旦且且主~the output and the employment of thaはsect町

In contrast to the above paradoxes for a small open economy, we can p印刷out at 

least the following five paradoxical comparative statics results for a closed econo四 y

under fact町 marketdistortions. 

(1) Taste-Ontnnt Resnnn昭. A change in tastes.in favor of one commodity can 

lead to a d旦阜益阜inthe output of that commodity. 

(ii) Toste-Price R°'nonse. A change in t由民sinfavoげofone commodity can 

lead to an担旦E益阜 inthe relative price of that commodity when the supply price 

cu円eis downward-sloping. 

(iii) Taste-Factor Reward Resnonse. A change m回S阻Sm favor of the capital 

intensive commodity can lead ta an盟主堕益呈inthe町alwage rate and a島liin the rate 
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of return on capttal. 

(iv) D1stort1on Outo11t R田 oonse An me問asem the diffe悶ntialpaid加 eith町

factor m one sector can lead to an盟主旦主主旦inthe output of th剖 sector,i e., an in-

C問 asein the rate of subsidy paid to one sector can lead to a主！！in the output of that 

sector. 

(v) Distnrtion-Pnce Resonnse An mc町asein the differential paid to either 

factor in one sec阻rcan lead to a皇！！in the price of that sect目。 thatIS, an increase in 

the rate of subsidy paid回叩esector can lead to 加盟♀旦益~m the price of that sector 

These paradoxes for a closed economy a悶 E旦lwell known in the Jue江atu町 How-

eve丸山eth町 eparadoxes for a small open economy are only special cases of para-

ct oxesおra closed economy in which demand is infinitely elastic (or the price elastic-

ity of“demand price" IS Z町 o),as we shall show it in detail below. 

The pu甲oseof this paper is to obtain the proper perspecti" of the studies on 

FMD dunng the last 30 y回目.In particular, we clarify the circumstance in which 

these paradoxes appear, and such a ci四umstancecan be rem例 edunder a plausible 

economic condition目 Inparticular, we show that all 曲目epa回doxesdisappear if.担d

Q叫l立theLRE IS Marshallian stable, and that the L且Eis Marshallian stable江迎Q

llll.!)'..ifit is stable under the capital adjustment process Namely, we have an equiva-

Ience theorem with日gardto (a) Marshalhan stability, (b) the stability under the 

capital adjustme叫戸田ess,and (c) vanishing parado附 s.As a corollary白 thisresult, 

we may conclude that the pa同dexesall disappear江且ill!.且叫L江theLRE is stable 

under the capital 叫リustmentpr，田essThis implies that these paradoxes are only theo 

retical E且E盤且，asthey will almost never be obse -ved in問alwcrld econ四n悶SNeary’s 

(I 978a, b) well known result that the paradoxes for a small open econ c my a問 neees-

sarily associated with the mstability of the capital a司ustmentprocess is叩 lya part of 

the above 問sults.Not only have we ex刷 dedhis analysis to a closed economy, but 

also we have clan日edthe proper perspective of his thee問叩， i.e.,it IS a paロofthe 

fundamental equivalence theo肥 m,highlighting the impoロanceof Marshalhan s回ー
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b1hty. As shown elsewhe肥（Ide-Takayama,199し1993a,b), the scope of this theo 

rem can be extended to economies with variable returns to scale. 

In this context we may recall the celebra回ddistinction between short-run and 

long-run equilibria by Ma四hall(I 92仏e<ppp 373-379）ー Inthe long-run equilibrium 

(LRE) a la Ma四hall,a long 回 oughtime is allowed so that capital is adjus回dto JtS 

optimal scale Along with this distinct旧n,Ma四hall(1920, e'p p甲.345-347, pp 805-

806) de,eloped what is known today as Mmhalhan <tal、iJ;tvwhich is to be con-

trasted with笠封旦豆旦旦辿単位.As is well-known, the two stability conditions, 

Walrasian and Ma四hallian,have been distinguished in the literature, whe問 theformer 

is concerned with the戸iceadjustment process, and the latter is con白 medwith the 

output adJustm叩 tprocess. The natural question is which of the tv.o S回凶itycondi-

uom we should choo'e for a particular application. No s剖isfactoryanswer has been 

given to this question in the li阻rature.Although the stability conditions of th田etwo 

prnces<es a日 thesame if the supply curve is upward-sloping, this is no longer the 

case if this curve is do附 nward-slopingat the equilibnurn point. In fact, the supply 

curve contammg negatively-sloped portion(s) turns out to be at the heart of many 

problems including FMD and vanable目印msto scale. 

Our equivalence theo肥mthen answers the question of which stability conditrnn 

、.veshould choose・ i.e., the equivalence bet~ een (a) and (b) provides a micro自ounda・

tion to choose the Ma四hallia1 condition for the economies that imolve production 

As mentioned earlier, the same equivalence theorem holds for an econ町nyunder 

vanable陀加msto scale. Namely, this theo時四 isnot ccnfined to the economy under 

FMD, but四 therJt can provide a uni匂ingprmciple that prevails m econom日theory

叩 compassmgdifferent situations. 

As JS known by now, the descnpuon of an equilibrium being Marshallian stable 

but Walrasian unstable (or vice ve四a)is m fact rneanmgless, since the two sta凶h(y

criteria deal with the questions of two diffe回ntdimensions, iι，the Walrasian con-

dJtion deals with pure exchange economy and the Marshallian condition is concerned 
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wtth prcduction (cf. Yasut, 1940; Newman, 1965; Takayama, 1985). Namely, the 

description of an eqmlibnum being Marshalltan stable but Walrasian stable，出.con-

tams a“serious substant1'e errcr of muddlmg up 田 changeswith prcductrnn”E 

A brief outline of this paper is in order now Sectt叩 2p町sentsthe basic model 

that follows theλー。apprcachintroduced by Jones (1965). Sectio 13 and 4, m the 

conte法tof a small noen ecnnomv shew that the th悶eprincipal C町nparati"statics 

paradoxes will disappear江迎止且単x.lfthe LRE is Marshallian stable, and that the 

LRE is Marshallian s阻ble江A旦止且n.LYJfit is stable under the capital adjustment 

proce田 Section5 finds出emaJOr c凹 nparativest凶csparadoxes for ;u;J堅E且旦包旦旦!Ill'・

Section 6 shows that all such paradox田 willdisappear正Jlill!.且且J.l[the LRE is 

Marshallian unstableλSection 7 then shows that the LRE for a closed economy is 

Marshallian stable if_且旦止且叫J.l[it is stable under the capital adjustment process 

Section 8 is concerned with叩 applicationof the Marshallian ccndition to the pattern 

of specialization in a small open economy under FMD. In this section, we shall also 

analyze 出eeffect of a change in distortion param開 店 Weshall show, for example, 

that subsidies to agriculture can lead to the disappearance of that sector. This paper is 

complete with four appendices. Appendices A establtshes the shape of the supply 

price curve for the CES class of production functions. Appendix B, C, and D a陀

techmcal notes, whe問 Band D a問 concernedwith the stability of capital allocation 

processes, and C deals with distortion output responses 

2.Model 

We consider an economy consisting of two mdustries (X and Y), where produc-

tJon functions are specified by, 

X ~ F (Lx. K) ~ L,/ (k.), k, ~ L,J Lx. 

Y -G (Lr Ky) -L,g (k,), k, = K/ Lr 

whe問 FandGare a田umedto be homogeneous of degr， 白叩e,and where L, and K，’ 
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respectively, signify the labor and the capital input in the j th industry. 

Let a,; denote the quantity of factor i required to produce one unit of commodity 

j The問中i問mentthat加 thfactors are fully employed is given by, 

a X+a Y-L a X+a Y-K, 
LX LY ’ KY KY ）

 

－
 

（
 

where Land k，問spectively,denote the endowment of labor and capttal 

Let w;and r；，問spectively,denote the (real) wage rate and the (real）四teof return 

on capttal, measured m terms of commodity Y, which prevail m the j-th industry (j -

x, Y). Imper白ctmob1hty of factors, taxation, subsidies, uniomzatlon of labor, and 

other forms of distortions prevent the factor rewards from being equal between the 

two sectors Let p be the price of commodity X in terms of Y. Then we have the 

following zero profit condition 

a w +a r -o. a、N+a.r-1
山九日＇ r’ LY y l<.Y y • 

(2) 

百1esefour equations m (I) and (2), m rate of change terms are shown below. 
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where (A) sigm自由 therate of change.ヘjis the fraction of the i-th factorused in thej 

-th production, and eij signifies theトthcost share of the j th industry 

It is assumed that LRE under FMD can be characterized by E旦E旦皇旦lpro po而onal 

differentials between Ihe factor rewards in the two secto悶

、＂－αw r = ljf y 疋 y ' ' 
(3) 

where the term“long-run”is to be understood in the Marshallian sense In rate of 

change terms, (3) can be written as, 

命＝命＋在. r -1 ＋邑
y 誌 ' y 花園

(3・）

The coefficients of production, a,/s. are chosen so as to minimize the cost for 

each firm in the usual fashion. Further, defining the Allen elasticities of factor substト

tution of the J-th industry by σ，. we may obtain 
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aは＝白＂＇＇＂＂＂ a.，~ -eLxσx久， aLY~ -0x/"y白，. •xv~eLYσy白γ （4)
where w.』bethe wage問 ntalraJio (w，~ w/ r) in the j Ih indusJry. 

Assume that dislortion pararneJe国間constant( 6. ~ ~ ~ 0）百enwe have，命克＝

合y三合， f，~ r,= f, and 品，~品，＝ &. Usmg(4) with (I') and (2・） yields 

！とと］［~］~国＋［－0tKト

［：~：：~］［~］－［g]. 

(5) 

(6) 

whe問 a＝λ 0 σ＋入。 σand a Eλ0σ ＋λ 0σ 割程econorn1cin-KX 丸 LYKY y K KX LX x KY LY y 

Jerprelations ofBL and Bx wiJhout FMD are provided by Jones (1965, p 561) Let λ 

and 0 be notations for the matrices of coefficienls shown in (5) and (6) Since each 

row sum ts umty, the determmants lλl and 101 are given by, 

lλ1－λ山一入口＝λKY・ALy -(k, k)L/K, 

101 -eKY-eKX -eLX-eLY-(Jjk，αk,)wλLxL/(pXY). 

Hence we may assert: 

lλ1 §' 0 according to whether kミk,.

101＇豆O according to wheJher αk花王室戸k,

）

）
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Namely, the sign of lλl depends on the relative factor intensity in the陸路孟皇lsense, 

whereas the sign of 101 depends on Jhe relative factor inJensiJy in !he Z且l且~sense. > 

Let A=  Iλ1101. Then we have: 

A> 0, if and only if Iλl and 101 are of the same sign (8) 

Namely A> 0 tf and only if the physical and value factor intensity rankmgs coincide 

with each other. 

Solving (5) for X and Y, we obtam 

文－［μx品＋（λxi・・λLY宜）］I IλI, Y－［ーμy白＋（λLYKーλx/,)JI IλI, (9) 

where μx ＝λLY OK＋λxvaL > o and μv ＝λLX 8x＋入日BL>O.WhenK－ι－0,leJting 

z =XI Y,we obJain the following relations from (9), 

文言件y白IIλI,Y－ーμy白IIλ1,:l－μ品/IλI, (IO) 
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whereμ"' μx +μ,> 0. Also solving (6) for命 andf, we obtain: 

合~ 9,ypl l白I,f ~ -9,Yp / 191，白＝骨／ 19し

Combining the third equation of (11) with (10), we obtain: 

X ~ μxp/ A, Y ~件，pl A, 

z~ μpi A, 

）
 

l
 

（
 

(12 a) 

(12 b) 

whe問 A=Iλ1191,and whe問 weassume A"' 0 If A -0, we have p -0. In the absence 

of distortions （α＝日－ 1 ), A > 0 always If A > 0, X inc問 asesand Y decreases as p 

increases. With distortions, 11 1s possible to have A < 0. 

Define the (long-run) supply price as the price at which producers are just break-

mg even, and d聞はeit asp,. Namely, p, is the mm1mum acceptable price forproduc 

ers. In the general equilibrium context, it is the one which is obtained by the three 

conditions of full employment, efficient 叫locationof resources, and zero profit for 

each industry. Denote the (long-run) supply price relation by p,(Z). It is long-run m 

the sense that along this relation the wage rate and the rate of return on capital are 

equalized between the two sectors Note that the p used above in fact日fersto the 

long-run (LR) supply price, so that p in ( 12) can be陀placedby p,. 

When we plot p, over Z (measuring Z on the honzontal aXIS), the p,-curve may 

not be upward-slopmg in the usual way, as it depends on the sign of A. It is upward 

sloping or downward-sloping depending on whether A> 0 or A< 0. Also, it can be 

upward-sloping in one region of Z and downward sloping m another region. We 

define the elasticity of the LR supply price （ε） by, 

ε＝p/Z-A/μ, (12’） 

or A－μεClearly，εミ0depending on whether A ＇至。， andthe LR supply price 

cu刊 e1s upward-or downward-sloping dependmg on whether eミ0.

3. Marshalhan Stabihty and Comparative Statics for a Small Open Economy 

To close the model, here we assume that the country 1s a small open economy, 
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1.e , commodtty price ratio (p* ) is a constant which IS given exogenously by the陀 st

of the world We assume that p*-line mtersects the pl-curve at least once. We now 

consider the followmg Marshallian output adjustment process三／

z~ a,[p傘／ pL(Z) l ］~中（Z), a,> 0, (13) 

where the dot signifies the lime derivative. Namely, the output ofX mcreases問 la-

live to that ofY tfand only if the (world) demand pnce p* exceeds the (domestic) 

supply pnce pL It is assumed that throughout the adjustment proce田，theendowment 

of each factor as well as distortion parameters （αand J>) stay constant Let Z* be 

defined by中（Z*)~ 0, and assume that there exists a日mtevalue Z* which IS positive. 

Z川sa long-run equilibrium (LRE）主 laMarshall Z* > 0 signifies incomplete 

spmalization Assummg away the knife-edge case of中（Z*)~ 0, Z* is asymptotト

cally (locally) stable if.旦且旦旦h'.lf¢'(Z*) < 0. From (13), we may町 adtlycompute, 

中『（Z*)-a，壬IZ*. (14) 

We call the LRE Marshallian stable if It IS stable under (13). Ignoring the knife-

edge case of中『（Z*)-0, we can obtain the followmg result from ( 14) 

Pro posit回nl百ieLRE is Marsha!lian stable江A旦且且叫l立E>O.

Since ε＞ 0 if and only if A> 0, we obtain the following by recalling (8) 

Proposition 2羽ieLRE is Marshallian stable江辺止旦叫エ立thellhx豆些land yfil些

向ctorintensity ranking comcide with each other 

Corollary: The price-output resp叩 seis nonmal lf.辺且且国)'..ifthe physical and value 

factor intensity ranking comcide with each other 

We say that the price・outputresponse is normal (resp perverse) if a“small” 

mcrease in the relative price of one commodity leads to an increase (resp. fall) m the 

output of that commodity and a fall (resp. increase) in the other output Smce we 

have文Ip>0 and YI p < 0 if and only tf A> 0, we obtain the following result by 

usmg Prop. I. 

Proposition 3 The price-output response IS nonmal or perverse, depending upon 

whether the LRE is Marshallian stable or unstable. 
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The shapes of the production possibility frontier σP町andthe LR supply price 

cu刊ehave been discussed m the literature. In Appendix A, we shall obtain the latter 

in a transparent way釘 InFig. I, we illustrate a possible LR supply pnce (p,) curve. 

In the standard case in which there are no FMD, the PPF 1s strictly concave and the 

LR supply price curve is upward-sloping for all value ofZ (in the usual way）ー How-

ever with FMD, the PPF can have strictly convex portion(s), and the p,-curve can 

have downward-sloping port1on(s), iι，it can“oscillate”as in Fig. I. From (12”）， the 

Pしーcurve1s upward-sloping or downward-sloping depending on whether A> 0 or A 

< 0, or equivalentlyε＞0 orε ＜0. 

For a small open economy, pis fixed at p* Thus, in Fig I, there a悶 threeLRE 

points, E,. E,, and E3 Note that Z > 0 (so that X > 0 and Y > 0) at any of the three 

LRE, E,, E2 and E3. We can easily show that E, and E, are Marshallian stable, and E, 

1s Marshallian unstable. Hence仕umFig. 1, we can 

p 
p, 

E～ 

p• 
E, 

。
Figure 1 A Small Open Economy z 

see at once that the LRE is Marshallian stable or unstable dependmg on whetherε〉

0 orε＜ 0. Now suppose pキ iocreases.Then for eqmhbria E, and E,, Z iocreases, 

whereas for E,, Z decreases The former is the旦旦!1lli!lresponse, while the latter 

陀sponse1SJltll'立~・ τlle latter means that a small increase in the relative price ofX 

over Y (p勺並主主益theoutput ratio XI Y. In summary, Props. I aod 3 a肥 illustrated

m Fig I. 

Assume incomplete specialization, aod that this country exports Y and import X 
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Assume also that she imposes a tariff on her imports of X, which悶 isesthe domestic 

pas p ~（ I+ v)p*, where vis them剖且旦且rateof tariff. Without lo田 ofgene悶 lity,

we may suppose that X is more capital intenstve than Yin the physical sense, i e , k, 

> k>' or equivalently lλI < 0 Assume the LRE is Marshallian stable so that A > 0 

(Prop. 1 ), which in turn implies 101 < 0, given lλI < 0 Then from {I I), we may 

conclude・ " 

命Iiう＜ 0, 11 iう＞ 0，品Iiう＜ O,w'/p<O, r'ip>O, ( 15) 

whe日 w'and f，問spectively,stgniかthe肥alwage rate and the real ra問 ofreturn on 

capital (in t町msof good X). Conversely, if (15) holds, then 101 < 0 so that A> 0 

given lλI< 0. (15) sta匝sthat an increase in the relative price of the ca何回lintensive 

commodity町ducesthe real問wa吋 tolabor and mcreases the問al陀wa吋 tocapital. 

As an alert陀aderwould notice, this is nothmg but the stgn response obtained m the 

Stolner-Samuelson巾eoremWe say the Stolper-Samuelson Stgn pattern n町 malif It 

follows ( 15), and perverse 1f the stgns in (15) a日 allreversed. Thus we obtain the 

following問suit

Proposition 4 百ieStolper-Samuelson s培npattern is normal or pe円e暗 e,d叩end-

ingon wh副herthe LRE IS Ma四hallianstable or unstable. 

In other Mrds, j工且ill!.且!l!x.ifthe LRE ts Marshall tan stable, a (small) inc陀ase1n 

the 日，Jativepnce of one commodity raises the悶 alreward to the factor which is used 

in that mdustry mo悶 intensively(in the physical且E且valuesense) and decreases the 

real肥wa吋 tothe other fac1or, when the endowment of each factor stays constant. 

We nnw turn to Rvbe玄vnskitheorem, the日sultwhich is dual to the Stolper-

Samuelson theorem Suppose that p is froz叩 atthe world level p*, and constder a 

(small) inc日asein the endo岬 mentof one factor. Suppose that Xis more capital 

intens附 thanY in the phyStcal sense （人＞ k,),ie,1λI<0 [cf. (7-a)]. From (11), 

白－ 0 when p -0 Hence from (9), we may obtain, 

文－（AKYιーλcvKl/IλI, Y－（λ目立ーλK,(,)/Iλl 

From this we have, 
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文＞0,Y<O, if K>O，ι＝口；文＜0，す＞0,if K~O,L>O, (16) 

when lλI< 0 Namely, an in口easein the ca甲山lendowment (K) keeping the labor 

endowment (L) c叩 S阻ntinc町田esthe output of the capital intensive commod1ty and 

reduces the output of the lab町 intensivecommod1ty. Similarly, an increase m L 

keeping K C叩 stantincreases the ou甲utof the capital intensive commod1ty, and問－

duces the output of the labor mtenshe commodity. This is nothmg but the familiar 

Rvhc>Vn北ith即日m.We say the Rybczynski sign pattern is normal 1f It follows 

( 16), and perverse if the signs of文andYin (16) a目 all問問rsed.

Now recall (11). Suppose that commodity Xis more ca伊国lmtensi>e than c四F

modi ty Y in the ）＠］且旦sense,i.e., 101 < 0 [cf. (7-b)]. Then仕om(11), we may obtain 

the Stolper-Samuelson sign pattern indicated. Thus, we 計四ceobtain the削 lowmg

obse刊 at1onobtained by Jones (1971) and Magee (1976) 

Observation: The Rybczynski theorem holds when the factor intensity relation is 

defined m the J1h溢孟呈］sense, while the Stolper Samuelson theorem holds when the 

factor intensity relation is defined in the z且l』』呈sense.

This lack of correspondence between the Rybczynsk1 and Stolper-Samuelson 

theorem is a pnncipal paradox appearing in the context ofFMD " However，江1l!l且

旦叫工lfthe equilibnum is Marshalhan stable, A(= 1)-1101) > 0 and the sign of 101 is 

equal to that of lλI , i e., the factor intensity relation in the value sense coincides with 

that in the physical sense. 

In summary, we obtain the following result 

Proposition 5 

(1）百1elack of corresponder】cebetween the Stolper-Samuelson and Rybczynski 

theorems disappears江辺且且叫Y.lfthe LRE is Marshallian stable 

(1i) The Rybczynski sign pattern is normal or perverse, depending on whether 

the LRE is Marshallian stable or unstable. 

The last prin口palparadox here 1s that of a nervme di<tnrtinn nutmu resnnnヌe,

which stud同 theeffects of changes mαand~ on outp山川enu;eOand ~＂札
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we have命蕊＃命y'1誌，q》， and白克乎命，.in gene悶 l.Asw1日Ibe shown l『 ppen 

we may obtai『1:

Z~ （80a +80~ ）／（εµ）， (17) 

B。言。cvμxσ五＋白山件yσ＇＞ 0, 8β＝ 9KYμXσ＇＋ eKXμYσ，＞ 0 (18) 

From this, we may at once conclude Jhal江辺止血与jf_ε＞0,

主Ia>O (when $~0); ZI ~＞ 0( whena~O) 

It can be shown easily that Z I a> O if and only if文／凸＞0and YI a<O,and that 

ZI p > 0 tfand only 1f文iP>Oand？／。＜0 Therefore, the disto出on-output

response relation can be summarized in Table I 

。＝0 a=O 

Xia ？／品 文1a Yla 
e＞。 ＋ ＋ 

e<O ＋ ＋ 

Table I Distortion-Output R田ponses

We say the distortion output response ts normal (resp. perverse), 1f an increase 

in the differential paid on either factor in one sector lowers (resp increases) the 

output of that sector, that is, tf an increase in the rate of subsidy paid to one sector 

increases (resp.問duces)the output of that sector. Then from Table I, we may con 

elude that the.distortion-output response is normal or perverse depending on whether 

E> Oorε＜0τnen recalling Prop. I, we at once obtain the following result for a 

small open economy. 

Proposihon 6 The distortion output resp叩 sets normal or perverse, depending on 

whether the LRE ts Marshalhan stable or unstable 
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4. Marshallian Stability and Intersectoral Capital Mobility for a Small Open 

Economy 

In the Ma目halhansho口－runequihbrium (SRE), capital is sector specific, and in 

the Marshallian LRE, the capual stock in each sector is adjusted to the optimal scale. 

Assummg that the endowment of each factor and the distortion paramete四 αand~

stay constant and settmg p ~ 0 by the small country assumption, we can postulate the 

following capital adjustment process: 

Kx~ b,[Br, Ir, -I], b,> 0 (19) 

whe問問haveち＝日九 mtheLRE 時間，＞tIS a田urnedthat h加ris adjusted and the 

SRE is achieved instantaneously, so that w, ~αw, holds always. 

百1eadjustment process (19) can be written m the form of 

Kx ~ b,[B巳（Kx)I r,(Kx）ー l］三中（KxJ. (19') 

As shown in Appendix B, we m町 computelJl'(K:) asおllows.

b，με 
1Jlx(K ）ロー一一一一τ，whereB 三 λ＂e＂σ ＋ λ•venσ ＞ 0 (20) 

人xrBKx "' .，蕊＂＇ "' 

Here K; signifies the LRE value of K,; i e , lJl'(K;) ~ O Assuming aw可 theknife 

edge case of lJl'(K;) ~ 0, K; is stable if and only if lJl'(K;) < 0. Hence the LRE under 

the adjustment process. (19') is stable江迎且旦叫xJfε ＞0. Thus we may obtam the 

following result. 

Proposition 7百1eLRE for a small open economy is Marshallian stable，江主旦且且副主

江 1tis stable under the capital adjustment process 

η11s proposition means that the Marshallian output adjustment process may 

be mte中間tedas the shadow of the capital adjustment proce日 projectedonto the 

output space. It happily weds Marshall’s two celebrated concepts，“Marshallian sta 

b1lity”and the “long-run eqmhbnum，”both which appear in his~ 21 By 

this proposit旧民wemay conclude that Ma目hallianunstable equ1hbria a悶 onlytheo 
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悶tica!g立並詮asthey can almost never be observed in real world economies.百1US,

by way of Props. 3, 5, and 6, the th悶ecomparative statics F訂adoxeswith regard to 

(a) the price-output問sponse,(b) the lack of correspondence between the Rybczynski 

and Stolper-Samuelson theorems, and (c) distortion output response, all become then 

retical E叫旦g.We may now state the自ollowmg悶suitdue to Neary (1978a, b). 

Corollary：百】ethree comparative statics paradoxes occur if and only 1f the LRE 1s 

unstable under the四 pita!adjustment process. 

Remark Although Neary (I 978a, pp. 678-679) co町ecturedthat there might be a 

close 陪 lationshipbetween Marshal!ian stability and the “long-run supply cu円 e，”he

has neither formulated nor obtained the result showing a close relationshtp between 

Marshalhan stability and the stability of the long run equtlibnum under the capital 

adjustment proc田sas stated in Proposition 7. 

5. Normal and Perverse Results, and Marshallian S阻bilityfor a Closed Economy 

In the a加ve,we assumed that the country in question 1s a small open economy. 

A similar analysis can be applied to a closed economy We shall now proceed our 

analysis to such an economy Instead of assuming p ~constant, we impose the fol-

lowing inv町田 demandfunctton that is homothetic. 

p ~ h(z, t), ah I az < 0, (21) 

where t denotes the shift parameter representing a change m tastes In Marshall's 

terminology, p sigm日esthe demand pnce, the maximum price that consumers are 

wtllmg to pay Consider a change in tastes in favorof good X relative to good Y, and 

assume ah I at> 0 D1fferenttatton of (21) yields, 

p~ ー η主＋-.1, (22) 

where 'rJ = (ah I az) (z Ip) (the elasticity of demand price) and T三 cah1at) (ti 

p), and where η＞ 0 and -. > 0 Assume that at the LRE, Z > 0 (i e , both goods are 

produced）.百1encombining (22) with (12-b) and recalling A~ μe, we obtain, 
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z11~7 ／（η ＋壬）． (23) 

We say that the taste-output response』snormal (resp perverse) if a change 

in tastes in favor of one commodity results in an increase (resp fall) in the output of 

that commodity relative to the other commodity.百1enfrom (23), we obtain the fol 

lowing result 

Proposition 8 The taste-output問sponseis nonmal or pe円e四edepending on whether 

η＋正＞ 0 or可キεくO

Next combining (23) with (12 b), we may obtain, 

pl i ~ 7ε／（η＋ε）． (24) 

We say that the taste-price response is normal if change m tastes in favor of 

one commodtty日＜ultsin a主立inthe relative price of that commodity over the other 

commodity in the case that the supply price cu円eis downward-sloping. S1milarly, 

the taste-pnce mponse 1s perverse, 1f a change in tastes favoring one commodity 

results m an盟主些益阜 inthe relative price of that commodity in the case that the 

supply price curve is downward sloping Using (24), we then obtain the following 

result 

Proposition 9 The taste”price response is nonmal or perve四e,depending on whether 

η＋壬＞ 0orη ＋＜＜ 0. 

Combining (24) with (11) and recallingε~Alµ~lλ1101 I μ, we may obtam, 

命I1~ 自KY71λI I （可＋ε）μ， 1ft~ － 0LY71λ1 I （可＋ε）μ， (25) 

Table 9 2 summarizes the effect of a change in tastes upon factor prices that can be 

obtained from (25〕ー

η＋E>O 可＋ε：＜0

ぐNf1 fil もvlf. flf. 

k蕊＞ky ＋ ＋ 

k><ky ＋ ＋ 

Table 2 Taste Factor Pr.ce R田ponscs 
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We say that the taste factor price response JS normal, if a change in tastes in 

favor of the capital intensive (resp. labor mtensive) commodity in the physical sense 

lowers （回spmcreases) the肥 alwage rate and mcreases (resp. !owe四）the問 alrate of 

return on capital On the other hand, we say the taste factor price response 1s per-

verse if the response opposite to the normal問 sponseis obtamed From Table 2, we 

then obtain the followmg result. 

Proposition 10百1etaste factor price response 1s normal or pe刊 erse,depending on 

whetherη＋ε＞0 or＇！］＋ ε＜0. 

Next, we investigate the effects of a change in distortion pa四mete四（αand

13) on output and pri白 s,when tastes問 mainu町 hangedln this回目白手 0and~ 手 0,

so that命誌手合＂ 1，手 1,.and白覧手合y・Asshown in Appendix C, the effects of a 

change in d1stort1on parameters on Zand p can be obtained as (26) and (2η，and such 

effects are summarized m Table 3 

主－（＆＂a ＋＆，~）／（η ＋ ε）μ，

p－ーμ（＆0il+&,$)I （η＋ε）μ， 

where Bαand &13 are defined m ( 18) 

。>O
Zia 

η＋ε>O ＋ 

η＋ε＜0 

在＜0

p/il va p1a 
＋ 

＋ ＋ 

Tabte 3 The Effects of a Change on Distortion Parameters 

(26) 

(27) 

百10distortion-output response is said to be normal (resp perverse), tf an 

in口・easein the differential paid on either factor in one sector lowers （肥sp.mcreases) 

the output of that sector, that is, if an mc町田em the rate of subsidy paid to one sector 

increases （問sp.reduces) the output of the sector Similarly, the d1stort1on-pnce re-

sponse is said to be normal (resp perverse) if an increase in the dif自erenttalpaid on 

either factor in one sector raises (resp. reduces) the price of that sector, i.e., if an 
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increase in the rate of subsidy paid to one sector !owe四（児sp.mcreases) the price of 

that sector Then from Table 3, we obtain the following悶suit.

Proposition 11 

(i) 百edistortion output陀 sponseis normal or pe円悶e,depending on 

whether TJ + E > 0 orη＋ε＜0. 

(ii）刊edistortion-price response is normal or perverse, depending on 

whether η＋E>O orη＋ε＜0. 

6 • Marshalhan Stability and Paradoxes for a Closed Economy 

We now analyze the role ofMarshalhan stab1hty. To this end，陀callthat the 

L旦辿即与且且E呈cu刊 e陪 lationis denoted by p ~ p,(Z), m which we may recall (12＇ワ

The pし一curveis upward-or downward sloping depending on whetherε＞Oorε ＜0. 

Assummg constant preferences, we may write demand curve as, 

p ~ h(z, t) = p0(Z), (21’） 

p0(Z) signifies the demand orice cu円 eWith this, (22) can be rewritt叩 as,

主~-TJf>o 

We now postulate the Marshallian adjustment process by,w 

z胃、（p0(Z)I p,(Z) I ］~申（Z), a,> 0. 

(22・）

(28) 

Namely, Zinc陪asesor decreases dependmg upon whether the demand pnce exceeds 

or fallsshoロofthe supply pnce. Assume that there exists Z* > 0 such that中（Z*)~ 

0, at which p0 -pし－ p*,where Zキ＞ 0 signifies an incomplete spec1alizatwn LRE in 

the present context. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the LRE points and the1r Marshallian stability property. The 

p0-curve sigm日esthe demand price cu円 eIt is always downward sloping On the 

other hand, the shape of the supply price cu円 edepends on the sign ofεPanels a and 

b, respectively, illustrate the case in which e > 0 for all Zand ε＜ 0 for all Z Namely 
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p p 

Po PL 

がトー－－－－－－－－－－）：（E

。 z 
Panela Z* 

z 。
Panel b 

Figure 2 Illustration ofMarshallian Stability 

m Panel a, the supply pnce cu刊 eIS umformly upward-sloping, and in Panel b, it is 

uniformly downward sloping It is possible thatε＞Oforace口ainregion ofZ andε 

く0for another region of Z as was illustrated in Fig I In Panel a, the LRE point Eis 

umque and (globally) Marshallian stable. In Panel b, there are two LRE points E, and 

E,. where E2 1s (locally) Marshallian stable and E, IS Marshallian unstable. 

We may obtain the Marshalhan stability condition in mathematical terms. 

Assuming away the kni先－edgecase of 中’（Z勺~0, LRE Z* is stable if and only if 

争’（Z勺＜ 0. Since we can obtain, 

グ（Z’）＝子r'!ff一割
we may conclude from (12”） and (22ヲthat

φ’（Z*) < 0 If and only If η＋巴＞ 0

Thus we obtain the following result. 

Proposition 12τh LRE is Marshallian stable江主E且旦起工ifη＋壬＞ 0.

百四s,If the supply price curve IS upward-slop mg （ε＞ 0), Z* is always stable 

When it is negatively sloped (e < 0), Z* is stable if the demand price curve is steeper 

than the demand price cu円e（可＜lei) Combinmg Prop 2 With Props 8 11, we obtain 

the following conclusion 
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Proposition 13 The taste-output, taste-pnce, taste factor price, d1stort1on-output, 

and distortion-price responses are all nonnal i工血且且nh'Jfthe LRE is Marshallian 

stable, 1.e., 11 ＋ε＞0. 

Remark: If there are no factor market distortions （α三日＝ I), the p, curve is 

always upward sloping, the equilibrium is 剖waysMarshallian stable, the taste 

output, taste factor-price, and taste-pnce responses are all noロnal

Fig. 3 illustrates the effects of a change in tastes in favor of X relative to Y 

upon outputs and prices.百1edemand price curve a白erthe change in tastes is 

p 

.PL 

.E. 、

‘
 

、、、、
‘
 

‘
 

、

p I PL 

－． ・．
‘ 

ーーーー－－－－－－ーーー－－－－－－－ー－－~然、
z 。

Po 
-z 

Panela －→ O Panel b 

Figure 3 An Illustration of a Change in Tastes in Favor of Commodity X 

→ 

illustrated by the dashed curves, where we consider only the cases in which e > 0 

for all Z (Panel a) and e < 0 for all Z (Panel b) In Panel a, the LRE (E) is (globally) 

Marshallian stable, and both the taste-output and taste-price responses are normal 

Namely, a change m tastes m favorofX inc町田町Zand p. In Panel b, the問 aretwo 

LREpo旧ts,E, and E,. whe問 E,is Marsh剖banunstable and E2 is Marshallian stable 

At戸 川 E2in Panel b, the taste output response is nonnal in which case we haveη 

＋ε＞ 0, while at E,, it is pe円 e目ein which case we have 11 ＋壬＜ 0
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7. Marshallian Stability artd Intersectoral C冶pita!Mobility for a Closed Economy 

Here, as in the small open economy case, we show that the stability of adjust-

ment process from the SRE to the LRE is closely related to Marshalhan stabthty for 

a closed economy Assume that tastes and distortion paramete目 remainconstant. As 

before, we then postulate the自ollowmgadjustment process 

Kx~ b2 ［ ~r, Ir,-l], b,> 0, ( 19) 

whe目 wehaveら国日九 inthe LRE. 

Usmg the model described earlter, we may exp陀 ssthe RHS of ( 19) as a 

function of Kx alone We then define function中by,

申（Kx)= b2［~九（K)I r,(Kx）ー l]. (29) 

Assuming away the 回 目ofP'(K;) ~ 0, the LRE is stable if and only if V’（K;) < 0. 

As shown in Appendix D, the expr白 sionfor 'V~（K・） can be obtained as, 

tp’（K; ~ -b，（η＋εμ／（λKYe,s,K;), (30) 

where B, > 0 is defined in Appendix D, and it IS reduced to B when η~o. 

From (30), we may then conclude that the LRE is stable, if and only if Tl＋ε 

> 0 Then recalling Prop. 12, we may obtain the following remarkable result for a 

closed economy under FMD 

Proposition 14 The LRE (Z勺isMarshallian stable (i.e，可＋ε＞0），江辺白叫工立it

is the stable under the capital adjustment proce回

Again, Prop 14 means that the output adjustment process may be interpreted 

as the shadow of the capital adjustment process projected onto the output space. By 

this proposition, the paradoxes for a closed economy discussed earlier are only theo-

retical旦且単且， sincethey are almost never observed m real world economies In 

other words, we have the followmg corollary 

Corollary. The pe円 e四etaste-output, taste-price, taste factor pnce, disto口ion-

output, and dIStortion-price responses are all obtained only for the LRE that IS un-

stable under the capital adjustment process 

Remark:百1ecase of a small open economy can be regarded as a special case of the 
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present analysis in whichη~ 0. In this case, cond11ionη＋ε＞ 0 is reduced to•> 0 

Thus, Props 1and7 can, respectively, be considered special cases of Props 12 and 

14 which η~ 0. Also, the above corollary mcludes Neary’s theorem as a special 

cases m which Tl~ 0. 

8. Pattern of Specializ沼tionand a Change in Factor Market Distortion Param-

eters for a small Open Economy 

So far we have concentrated our attention on an mcomplete specialization 

equilibrium for both the cases of a small open economy and a closed economy How 

ever, the above discussion also sheds light on the pattern of specialization. We shall 

analyze this problem by using the case of a small open economy. In Figs. 4 and 5，、Ne

consider three possible sh叩esof the p-cu円 eill 

In Panel a of Fig 4, point Eis a unique Marshallian stable LRE in which 

PI P 

P, 

E E 
p' p' 

Pc 

。 z z -
" P•nel b Panel a 

Figure 4 Pattern of Specialization I 

the country produces both commodities under trade, regardless of whether pA > p* or 

pA< p*, where pA< p* = (pJ P,l' denote the LRE price ratio under auta向.In Panel 

b of Fig 4, E is a Marshalhan unstable LRE In this case, the country speci副izesin 

the production of Y if pA > pてandthat she specializes in the production ofX ifpA> 

p* Namely, the country completely specializes in the production ofa commodity in 

which she has comparative advantage斗1The LRE in Panel b of Fig. 4 will almost 
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never be observed (except for the knife-edge case of p' ~ p勺百1Ccomparative stat・

ics 問 suitswtth re spec! to such an E have little meaning. On the other hand, compa四－

ttve statics 悶 suitsare meaningful with respect to point E in Panel a 

Jn both Panels a and b of Fig. 5, E, is the only stable incomplete specializa-

tton LRE m which both commodities are produced under trade. If p' > p* as in Panel 

a, the autarkic equiltbrium point should be either A, or A2 In this case, the country 

will always be led to incomplete specialization equilibrium 

p 

A p 

p• 

。
Pace! a 

p 

E2 

p, p, 

z z 
" Panel b 

Figure 5 Pattern of Specialization II 

(E,) under free trade. If p' < p穴asin Panel b, the country will be led to an incomplete 

specialtzation equ!librium (E,) under free trade 1fthe au阻止にequiltbriumpomt is 

given by A,. while she completely specialize< m the production ofX if the autarkic 

equiltbrium point is given by A，・

The above discussion provides an interesting applicalion on the effect of a 

change in distortion parameter(s). Suppose thatα ＝日~ 1 initially.百10LR supply 

pnce curve 1s upward sloping as illustrated in Panel a of Fig. 6, m which case the 

country produces both commodities Now suppose thatαI ~ llf change (via subsi-

dies to agncultural capital, taxation of the industrial wage, unionization of industnal 

workers, etc. After such change(s）’ the shape of the supply price curve will change 

In general, the supply price cu刊ecan have many troughs and peaks as w拙 indicated

m Fig I If the production functions are of the CES type, we can show that the shape 

of the supply price cu円eis any one of the shapes m Panels a, b, and c of Fig. 6) can 
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occur. w Suppose that the supply price curve becomes uniformly downward-slop-

mg百1enthe country is led into complete specialization, and one industry (which 

could be a subsidized agriculture, a unionized industry, etc.) will disappear. This 

case is illustrated by Panel b of Fig. 6. If the supply price curve 1s bell-shaped after 

the change inα I~ (cf. Panel c), the country is led either to incomplete specialization 

p p 

p, 

p噂 p’ 

~ 
z ~ z -

Panel a u Panel b u Panel c 

Figure 6 The Implication ofa Change in (alb) to the Pattern of Specialization 

or to complete specialization, depending on the magnitude ofαI ~ after the change 

For the latter case, one industry would again disappear. In the above we assumed that 

α ＝日~ I initially to avoid clutter. Note that the above argument does not depend oo 

this assumption. w 

Appendix A : The shape of the Long-Run Supply Price Curve and the 

Production Possibility Frontier under Distorl!ons 

The Cobb Douglas case provides a useful introduction to the discussion m 

this section We spec均 theproduction functions by, 

X -LiK.(.-', Y -L)Ki-¥, 0くEく 1,0<1;<1.

In this case, we have, 

。LX－ιeKx -1 -~. eLv -~. eKv -1 E，旧I －自＂・ 9LY －~－＇
Also, via the usual cost minimization, we have, 

k,-(1-~）w/ ~. k,-(1－η）w/ ,-1(1 _ ,)w/ ,, 

(A-1) 

p, 
園開園Z
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whe日 1 ＝ α I~ － 百四s we obtam, 

k, -k, -CwJ (W, where C = (I -m -7(1 -＇ ）右（ A-2)

Nole lhat仇l豆0depending upon whether Cミ0Without loss of generality, we may 

assume that 101く 0(' > £): in other words, the X-mdustry is relatively more capital 

intensive than the Y-industry in the value sense 

If there are no FMD （α＝日－7－り，C>OandlλI< 0, so that A=  Iλ1191>0. 

Thus the p,-curve is always upward-slopmg. However with distortions, 7 * I , in 

general, and hence the sign of C 1s mdetermmate. If C > 0, A> 0 uniformly, while if 

C < 0, A< 0 uniformly. In pa凶 cularih壬 I,then C-0 so that A> 0 unifom】ly.

Thus we may obtain the followmg result 

Proposition A,l In the Cobb-Douglas case, the p,-curve is euher uniformly up-

ward sloping or叩 ifonnlydownward sloping. In particular, if the X-industrγis more 

capital intensive than the Y-industry m the value sense迎且ifα三日，thenthe p，笹

山内eis uniformly upward-sloping 

Next, we consider the CES case In this case, we have: 

kx -c1w.~x, k, -c2W.~Y -c2(7W）σY, (A-3a) 

白日－ [I+c1w.}0.• 1>] 1,9iy-[l +c,C7W.,)tσy一勺－1. (A・3b)

Taking the logarithm of the equauons m (A-3a) and puttmg bars ( ) over the log 

values (1 e , k広三 logk., etc ), we have, 

k, -c, ＋σ，o;., k,-c，＋σ，（干＋白.）， (A 4) 

We focused our attenuon叩 thecase ofσ， * rr, (The case ofペーペcanbe 

analyzed analogously, m which case the conclusion is similar to the Cobb Douglas 

case). Without a loss of generality, we may assumeσfσy We may illustrate (A 4) 

m Fig. 7, 1.:u where at a1 the factor intensity reversal occurs We denote the value of 

k, -k, when品， -a1 as b1 Clearly, the values of a, and b1 can be positive, zero, or 
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26 
for the CES Production Functions 

ふ

" 
ω 

j‘ 
negative. 

Since the factor mtensity rankmg in the physical sense differs from that in 

the values sense under factor-market distortions （γ＊ I), we have, 191乎 0and yet IλI-

0.百1evalue of a, (at which lλI-0) is obtained from (A 4) by settmg人－k, as, 

a,= (c,-c，＋σ,'i) I （σょσ，）－ (A-5) 

Recall 191－白山 eLY Substituting (A-3b) into 1e1-o we obtain, 

品九－ a,. where a,= [c2 c, （トσ，）？］／（σJσ，） (A 6) 

Namely, Iλ1-0 when品九－ a, and 191-0 when白， -a,. Combining (A-5) with (A-6), 

we obtain the following remarkable relation. 

a, -a, -y I （σJσ，）. where y三 log（αI B) 

Since σ克〉σyby assumption, we may conclude from (A 7), 

a，言、dependmgupon whetherαミB-

(Aー7)

(A 8) 

We日rstfocus our attention on血旦五益阜且L且と且， inwhich case we have, a,> 

a，・ Clearly,IλI > 0 for GJ,< a, and lλl<Oforw五＞ a，・ Alsorecallmg, 

191－、＂，r,

we may conclude that I白I>0 for白為＜ a,and旧I<0 for w蕊＞ a,.We may the n 

summanze the signs。fl入I,I白I,and A=  IλII自ImTable 4 

白ぉ＜a, a，＜臥》x<a, a1<w, 

｜λ｜ ＋ ＋ 

181 ＋ 

A ＋ ＋ 

Table 4 The Signs of IλI, 161, and A when α ＞~ 
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Define b，’b,. and b3 for the present case ofαヰ by,

b, = k, （~k,) when白‘－ a b = k when品－ a,b ＝正 when品－ a
l’＇ y 路”2

We may illustrate the values of b,, b,. and b3 in Ftg 8, smce they play an tmpo巾 nt

role in our analysis古田ughwe assume a, > 0 and b, > 0 in Fig 9 8 (which need not 

be the case), this does not affect our subsequent conclusions 

Let k be the capttalーlaborendowment ratio (k = KIL) and let k = log k 

Depending on the size of k, there are four cases that we need to consider In these 

four cases, the sign of A can be determined by using Table 4, and 児島町ingto Fig 8, 

we may obtam the possible shapes of the pL curve as follows. 

(Case i): b1 < k 

In this case we have, Iλl<O，旧I<0 and A> 0 always Hence by (12・），the pL-

cu円 ets umformly upward-sloping (cf. Panel a of Fig 9) 

(Ca田 ti)b, ＜長＜ b,

In this case we have, l~I > 0, 101<0 and A< 0, always Hence by (15), the pL 

curves is uniformly downward-sloping (cf. Panel b of Fig. 9). 

E、

ω 

Figure 8 Illustration ofb1, bi, and bJ 

(Case iii): b3 ＜正くb,

In the case lhl > 0 always, while l自1>0tf iiJ昆くち and101< 0 1f a,＜白尽く a,.

Hence A> 0 forw, <a,. and A< 0 for a，＜白克＜ a,. Then we may conclude that the 

pL-curve is bell-shaped (cf. Panel c of Fig. 9), since Z-5品ハλIby (11) and (12-b). 

(Case iv): k < b3 
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In this case we have lld > 0, 101>0 and A> 0, always Hence, by (12『） the p,-

curve 1s umformly upward-slopmg (cf. Panel a of Fig 9). 

PL PL 

z z 
Panel aυP anel  bυP anel<:  

Figure 9 The Three Shapes of the Supply Pnce Curve under Distortions 

We now turn to血旦辺旦単且三且， inwhich case we have a, >a, by (A-8). In 

this case, the signs of lλI, 101, and A can be determmed as in Table 5 

白x<a1 a1＜也】χ<a, a，＜曲X

lλl ＋ 

161 ＋ ＋ 

A ＋ ＋ 

Table 5 The Signs of ｜入I,IBI and A when α〈日

Define 叫んandb; for the present case ofα〈 βas,

b'1 ＝ 人（~k,) when 白•~a，’ ＆； = k, when 品•~a,. ＆；·主人山en 白＇ ~a,.

The values of b01, b;, and b; can be illustrated in Fig. IO. 

Again, depending on this size of k, there are four cases that need to be con-

sidered. In these four cases, the signs of A can be determmed as follows by using 

Table 5 and referring to Fig 10 The shapes of the p,-curve can then be determined 

P, 
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Figure 10 Illustration 

accordingly. 

(Case i): k> &; 

ofb1『，b2',and bJ' 

。

E‘ ,, 

a1 ai w足

In this case we have, IλI< 0, 181<0 and A> 0 always. Hence by (12'), the pL-

cu刊 eis unifonmly upward-sloping (cf. Panel a of Fig 9), 

(Case ii) &; ＜正＜b;
In this case we have, Iλl<0,181>0 ifa,w蕊＜ a2 and旧l<Otfa，＜め， Thus A 

<Ofer a，＜白，＜a,and A> 0 fora，＜白ピτbenwe may conclude that the pL-curve is 

bell shaped (cf. Panel c ofFtg. 9), since Z ~ S白／ IλI by (11) and (12 b) 

(Case iii) : b・, < k < b'2 

Jn this case we have IλI <0, 181 >0 and A< 0 Hence, by (12・） the pL -curve 

umfonmly downward sloping (cf. Panel b of Fig. 9). 

(Case iv) : k < b', 

Jn this case we have Ii-I> 0, I自I>0, and A> 0. Hence, by (12’） the pl-curve 

is unifonmly upward-sloping (cf. Panel a of Fig 9). 

Jn summary, we may obtain the following result 

Proposition A.2 If the production function of each industry is of the CES type with 

σ，＞σf then the pl-curve has either of the following three shapes: a) uniformly 

upward-sloping, b) unifonmly downward-sloping, or c) bell shaped, depending on 

the size of the capital labor endowment ratio. 

Remark: If円〈σyinstead, then the thtrd pnssibility (the bell-shaped pL-cu刊 e)IS 

reversed: t e , the pL curve will be U-shaped.刀1isshould be obvious as p measures 

the pnce ofX in tenms ofY. 
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The shapes of the PPF and the p,-curve under the restnction ofFMD have 

been discussed in the literature by Johnson (1966), Herberg-Kemp (1971), Herberg-

Kemp-Magee (1971), and others. Our study here is to obtain the shape of the p,-

curve ma much simpler way than Herberg-Kemp-Magee (1971), and othe四ー

Appendix B: The Stability of the Capital Allocation Process for a Small Open 

Economy'" 

Smce w, ~αw, and r, * 13r, m the short-run, we have命，－命‘（＝命），r, * r, 
with ii－ト0,which in turn implies白戸品xSubstituti1引のinthe text into (2') and 

setting p -0, we may obtain, 

。w+er -o, 
LX KX x 

日命＋er -o. 
LY KY y 

(B la) 

(B-lb) 

Recalhng that a"= Kx IX, a，~＝ L, IX, and "xv= Ky I Y, we obtam the following 

relations from (4) in the text 

Rx－ιx－σ，（命ー九），

Kv-Lv－σ,cト υ－

(B-2a) 

(B 2b) 

Note that the full-employment condition (I) in the text can be rewritten as, 

λ ＋λ －1λ ＋λ －1 LX Lγ ’KX KY 

From this we may obt剖n,

λι ＋λ 仁－oλ 武 ＋λ 立－o
しX X LY Y ’KXX  KYY  

when f.－止－o百1iscan equivalently be written as, 

ιy－ー（λ山／λ，y)f.X' Ky－ー（λxxIλxvl Kx・ (B 3) 

Ehmmatmg w from (B-la) and (B-2a), and from (B-Jb) and (B-2b), we ob 

tam, 

立x-f.x－ー（σ，I 01.X) r,, 

Ky-Ly－ー（σ,10,v)r,-

(B 4a) 

(B 4b) 
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Substituting (B・3)into (B-4b), we obtain, 

（λ山／λし.vlLxー（λ日 0-Ky)Rx~ ー（σ／日LY）九・ (B-4'b) 

Ehminatmg Lx針。m(B-4a) and (B-4'a), we obtain, 

lλIKX~ ー λLY).KY （（λLX円／λLYeLX）九十（σ／0Lv)f,J, (B-5) 

where we may reca!l l).I ＝λLX).KY -).KXλLY Also from (B-1), we have, 

(0LY0K) f, ~ (0KX0Ky) fy' (B・6)

From (B-5) and (B-6), we may obtam, 

。 λxrB , f> λxrB , 
&x~ ←→一一一一－，－ l¥.・・=- .,-
·• 0ix8xylAl·x•--x 自LY自xrlλP'

where B Eλ山 0KYσ丸＋λLY0口σ，＞0. From (B-7), we at once obtam, 

rJ Rx- e凶 SKγ ｜λI/（λKYB), 1/ Kx--8LY8Kx IλI/ （λKYB). 

From (19’）， we may obtain the following equation. 

ず（K;)~ b,[fJ Kx-1/ KJ I K;. 

(B 7) 

(B-8) 

Substituting (B-8) into this, and recalling 101 2三自uAv－。LveKxand A=  Iλ1181－με， 

we obtam (20) m the text 

Appendix C: Distortion-Output Responses for a Closed Economy and for a 

Small Open Economy 

We substitute (4) into (I’） and (2・）， set宜＝ι－0, and use (3') to obtain, 

λ山主＋λLγY-3L白疋＋λLY自KYσ＇（a-~J. 

λKX文＋入KYY－”3K白足＋λKYeLYσ＇（a－告），

0LX命，＋ SKふ－p,

0LY命，＋ 0Kyf, --(8LYa ＋自問。）．

Solving (C-1) for X and Y, we obtam, 

(C-la) 

(C-lb) 

(C-2a) 

(C-2b) 

主←文ー？）＝［μ品克＋（λLY0KY＋λKY8LY）σ＇(&-~ll iiλI. (C-3) 

Also solving (C-2) for命，and命fwe mayobt剖n,

命，－［eKvfi+8KX(8LY＆＋自問。）］ / 101, (C-4a) 
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r, ~ -[ e"p + eは（白目白＋自KYa)J/ 101, 

c1＼~［p ＋（白，y<'i + 0Kγ戸）］/101, 

(C-4b) 

(C-4c) 

Substituting (C・4c)into (C 3) and usmg (22) in the text with 1~0 (tastes remaining 

unchanged), we may obtain, 

主~（8;&+8，~）／（η ＋巴）μ， (C-5) 

where 80 ands, are the same as the on田 definedm (18) m the text Substitutmg (C・

5) into (C 3) and using (22) in the text with 1 ~ 0, we also obtain, 

p~η （80& + s,a) I （η＋ε）μ， (C-6) 

(C 5) and (C-6），日spectively,coπespond to (26) and (27) m the text 

The small open economy case is obtained by setting 11 ~o. Settingηin (B-5), 

weobtam, 

全－（S0&+S，~）／（εμ）， (C-7) 

which coロ・espondsto (17) in the text. 

Appendix D: The stability of the Capital Allocation Processめra Closed Economy 

As in Appendix B, we have, w, -w‘， r，手tUsing ( 4) and (2'), we obtam, 

e,x命＋ e"xr,-p. (D-Ia) 

。命＋er-o. LY KY > 
(D-lb) 

where命＂＇ w，－命yNote that (B-2) holds as It JS. So!vmg (D-la) and (B-2a) for 命

and r,,we may obtain, 

合＝（自，Jσ）(Kx LxJ + p, 1, --(0uJσ」（Kx-Lx) + p. (D 2) 

Also solving (D lb) and (B 2b) for命 andr,. we have, 

命－(SKY Iσ，） <i<:v・ιy). r, －ー（SLY／σ，） <i<:v－ιvl・ (D 3) 

Note that (B 3) holds as it is Using (B句 3),we may rewnte (D 3) as, 

合－(SKY Iσ，）［（λLX／λLY)Lx－（λ叫 I'-Kvl Kxl• 

r, -(9LY／σ，）［（入口／入KY)Kxー（＼）λcvlLxl・

(D-3’a) 

(D-3’b) 

Next d1ffe陀 ntiatingthe production functions ofX and Y, we may obtam, 
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文－eLi'x + e")<,, 

？＝ 日口（λLρLY)L, -eKY()'Kx/ AKY )K，’ 

(D-4a) 

(D-4b) 

whe町 weuse (B-3) to obtam (D-4b), Usmg (D-4) and ο2) in the text with 1-0, we 

obtain, 

-p－η（（0LX+ 0Ly(λLX/ALY)JLx ＋η（0KX＋自Kv<λ＂＂＇λKY)]f<,. (D-5) 

Substttuting (D-5) mto (D-2), we get: 

where 

where 

命－ B，氏，－ B人，

え－－B人＋Bん

B, = 0＂＇／ σ克 η｛自KX+ 0Ky(λ＂＂＇λKY)}' 

B，言。日Iu, ＋η｛自LX+ 0Ly(λ山／λLY)},

B, = 0LX／σ汁可｛0口＋ 0Ky(λKX／λKY)}' 

B，三自LX／σ，-1]{0LX + 0LY（λLX／λLY)}. 

Equating (D 3’a) with (D-6a), we obtam・ 

, B 
L－」E!!f(.
kλKrBs ' 

(D-6a) 

(D-6b) 

(D 7) 

B,= B＋η（λLYeLx＋λLX0LY）σxσ， > 0, B Eλ山 0KYσ，＋入LX9LYσ，＞O,

B，三 C－η（λKY0KX＋λKX0KY）σ民σ＂C＝λKX0KYσ汁λKY0阻 σ，＞O,

Here Bis the same as the one used m Appendix B [cf. (B-7)] Substituting (D-7) into 

(D 6b) and (D 3’b), we obtain, 

九＝（λLYB,B,－λKYB,B,) f<x I （λKYB,), 

r，－自Lv<λ口B，ーλcxB.JKx I （λKYB,u)-

From (29) in the text, we obtam, 

中’（K;)-b2 [rJ Kx-r/ Kxl I K;. 

(D Sa) 

(D Sb) 

Substttutmg (D-8) mto this, we obtain (30) after some tedious manipulations 
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Footnotes 

l 刊 1spaper is developed from Ide Takayama (I 988a, b, c; I 990). 

2. See Newman (1965, p 107). Both Marshall (1920）皿dWalras (1926) had theodes of pro-

duction出 well田 thatof pure exchange, and they bo出recognizedthat the price adjustment 

proce随時appropriatefor the theory of exchange阻d白紙theoutoput adjustment process is 

appropriate for the theory of production. Walr田 emphasizedthe theo叩of口changeand 

Marshall emp mi zed the theory of production in which he coined the celeb聞記dco nee戸sof 

short run and long run eqmlibria.、1'al悶sused graphical devices in the theory of exchange, 

but not in the theory of production. On the other hand, Marshall employed such devices in 

the theory of production, but not in the th田町ofpure exchange. 

3 Ifk,>k，.血eXindus町 isrelat』velym。悶capi凶alinte悶 iveth叩白eY一indus町 in由

physical sense’a吋 ifαk足〉日k,.then the X-industry is relatively more capital intensive 

than the Y-industry in the value sense Similarly, Xis 記 lativelymo問 laborintensive in the 

physical sense and in the value se日間 ifk,< k，叩dαk,< ~k，，町spectively See Johns (1971) 

and Magee ( 1976, p. 22). 

4. This proceS< corresponds to Aoki’s (1970) expos山onof the Marshallian process, which he 

describes as follows“Suppose that an industry with e>cess of supply price over demand 

price ex酔ndsand叩 industrywith exceS< of demand price over supply price 印刷悶cts,..

(p.山0).On the other hand, his development of the Marshalhan theory in the latter part of 

his paper (e.g., p.106) is different from ours. 

5 Thus Neary (1978a, pp 673 674) states，＇吋'hisshows that a reallocation of capital into sector 

X will reduce the pro凹rtionalgap between the rentals in two sectors, if and only if the 

product of the two detenninants, 1λl and 161, is positive;,in other words, if and only ifthe 

rankings of the two sectors by physical and value factor intens山esare the sameゾ

6. It can be shown that if the product』onfunctions of both sectors a陀 ofthe Cobb・Douglas

type, the LR supply price curve is either unifonnly upward sloping or unifonnly down-

ward-sloping It c皿 alsobe shown that if the production functions of both sectors ar官ofthe 

CES type，出ena third poss1b1lity can occur. Since it would be immaterial to call either 

industry X (or Y), we may assumeペ〉σywithout a loss of generality’Then the third 

possibility is a bell shaped LR supply price curve Namely, the町田istsa z, > 0 such that由e
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LR supply price curve is upward-sloping for z < z, and downward-sloping for z > z,. In 

general, the p, curve can oscillate田 indicatedin Fig 9-1. 

7. To obtain the signs for 命誌 and 命＇•note 命昆＝命－ p and r' ~ f-fi ,and we obtain 

命‘ ~a旧p I 101, f ' ~ -B'-"p I 101, so that命率lp<O,fリp>O,g問 n101<0. 

8 Neary (l 978a, pp. 671 672) explains this lack of co町田pondenceas follows. 

“Each of these theorems 印刷nuesto hold in isolation, but the fonner [the 

Rybczynski theorem] must be expressed in terms ofphyS>cal factor intensities, 

and the latter [the StolpeトSamuelsontheorem] in terms of value factor 

intensit.es Hence, iflabor force 呂田wthat constant commodtty pnc田 increases

the outp"1 of gond X, an increase in the relative price of X assuming a const血 t

labor force will r<血基豆岡山erthan decrease the real wage: More surprisingly still, 

a country may be capital abundant陀 lativeto the悶 stof the world, and ex凹fling

its phymally capttal-mtensive commodity and yet a protect,on->nduced mcrease 

in the domestic price of the impnルcompetinggood will 里山旦thereal return of 

the scarce factor (labor）.＇’（the emphasis is in the original). 

9 For Marshall’s discu5'ion of“Marshallian stability，＇’see his fu旦豆且並墨（I920, especially, 

pp 345-347 and pp 805-806) For his discussion oflong-run equilibrium, see E且旦豆回目

(1920, especially, pp 373-379) For the clarification of the confusion between the Marshallian 

stability皿 dthe Walrasian stability, s田 Newman(l965,esp.,pp.106!08),T：品ayama(I 985), 

and IdeーTakayama(1993b) 

IO. Forthe shape of the p, curve, see Appendix A Recall also footnote 6. 

11. ln both diag阻 msin Fig. 4, Z -0 means Z ・0,or the country completely specializes in the 

production ofY, while when Z→ oo,Y→ 0, so that the count叩 specializesin the produc 

tion of X. In Panel a, the p,-curve becom" vertical as OA at Z ~ 0. If p* < OA, then the 

country completely specializes in the production of Y In Panel b, the p,-curve becomes 

vertical at Z ~ 0, which is白紙 portionof the vertical axis above point A 

I 2 Since only the factor price旦出mattersin all the discussion in this chapter, a change inα 

and/or ~ can be summarized by a change mαI~－ 

13 See Fig 9 in Appendix A 

14.ln real world economies, the producti叩 functionsc四 bemore“日exible”thanthe ones 

dictated by CES funct10ns. There thus can be m加ytroughs and peaks m the supply price 
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curve, so出atthe tendency towards complete specialiZ"tion can be stopped However, we 

C皿 stillargue that subsidies to agricultu陀 cancause its decay，出凹ghnot to the point of its 

extmcuon 

t 5 From this diagram, it should be clear that if the elasticities of factor sub,titution are con 

st四 t,then the factor intensity reversal never occurs or occurs only once, dep叩 ding叩

whetherσ足＝σsorσ＇ ＊σ， Tius conclusion IS obtained by usmg a S>milar diag悶 mmaticol

technique introduced in Takayama (1963, pp 80 82; 1972, pp. 82-85) 

16. While the present discussion is obtained as a special case of the closed economy dis印 ssion

in Appendi』xC by settingη~ 0, it would still be useful 出血ediscussion in Appendix C is 

quite tedious 
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